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If he had said that out loud, Nana would definitely have mocked him. Even Anne would probably laugh at

him. After all, the thing in front of him was probably not capable of sentient thought at all. It was just a

body of energy.

There was no reason to try and pick a bone with something like that. However, he was already too angry

to care.

Bjorne clenched his teeth and shouted out, “Take this!”

He started to form seals that danced in the air. A purple moon suddenly appeared.

Under the purple light, Bjorne’s sword glowed vibrantly. It was as if the sword had been covered in a

purple sash. Feeling it, one could sense the rich amount of power around his sword. In particular, where

the purple light glowed was filled with energy.

At that moment, Bjorne was just furious. He looked like his whole family had been slaughtered in a single

day.

He clenched his teeth and rushed at the clone, “How dare you laugh at me?! Just die!”

He held his sword and raised it high, aiming right at the clone. When he struck down, a purple slash

headed right for the clone’s chest!

The clone suddenly frowned like a human, as if it had encountered a problem.

It raised its sword and slashed forward as well, but it was still using the fifth stance. Right after that, there

was a massive explosion. The replica had not been able to stand up to the sixth stance and was sent

flying.

The replica flew far away and slammed into the ground violently.

Anne had seen it clearly. There was a wound on the chest of the replica that was leaking out a faint blue

light. The clone had actually been injured.

Instead, the true Bjorne was standing there looking at everything with wide eyes and a stunned

expression. Even he never expected that he would succeed with this attack.

Before this, every attack had been a draw. His opponent would be injured, but so would he. Every time,

they used the same technique.

The fifth stance had been used so many times to no effect.

This time, he had used the hard-to-control sixth stance, but he thought that his opponent would have used

the same technique as usual. Yet, it was different from what he expected. He had used the sixth stance,

but the clone used the fifth stance!

Bjorne widened his eyes and muttered, “What is this…”

Suddenly, he found himself confused.

Anne straightened his body and widened his eyes. Countless thoughts flashed in his head.

Suddenly, he felt like he had been enlightened. All the problems had been solved.

So that was it!

That was how he could break the water-killing array. He had overthought things. He thought it was

impossible, but it was just him overthinking!

Anne took a deep breath. He turned around suddenly and looked at his clone!

At that moment, his clone was looking at him coldly, trying to find an opening.

If there was, the clone would definitely attack immediately. Anne took a deep breath and started to form

seals that twisted in the air. A small ring slowly materialized in front of Moses. It was the Soul Burst Ring.

Countless red runes danced around the Soul Burst Ring like a spirit in the night.

The Soul Burst Ring started to spin rapidly. It spun so fast
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